How were stars made?
by Jagoda Głogowska kl.6a

Long ago, when the universe was created, there was a king
named Sunny. He had a big, shiny, gold castle and a very rich coat.
One day the king called eight knights and told them with a sad
face:
-Thank you for coming. My sister, princess Moodley, went out
yesterday and she didn't come back. People are very scared
and
I don’t know what to do. Could you help me, please?

These

words

worried

the

warriors.

The

princess

wakes

the moon, but today she didn’t do this. If she doesn’t do this,
the day will last 24 hours. When it is bright all the time, people won’t
sleep and will be tired. Then people will be angry. It’s terrible! But
not everyone wanted to do it.
-What if a black hole caught her? said scared Jupitran.
-What are you talking about?- shouted Neptunos -She didn’t go
to the black hole. She isn’t stupid!
-But anyway, we don’t have a plan- muttered Urenium- Without
a plan I won’t go with you.
-Who said we don’t have a plan- said Earthera -Marsours sure has
some idea, right, Marsous?
-When you stop quarrelling, I will tell you -he smiled.
Everyone stopped talking and looked at the strongest knight.

-Ok, it’s better. I decided that our helping mission would have two
parts. In the first part we will look for the princess in our homes,
in the castle, on the Moon and we will ask some townpeople. In the
second part we will divide into groups. Girls - Venusel, Earthera,
Saturtend - you will visit comets. Jupitran, the king, Neptunos you

will

check

the

orbits.

The

last

group

is

me,

Urenium

and Merkurystic. We will go to the black hole. We must be ready for
anything.
Moments later, the teams went in their respective directions.
A few hours later, the gods returned sad.
-We were walking for hours, but we didn’t find anything! It was
such a stupid idea! -snapped offended and angry Urenium -It was
so dark that I couldn't see my own hand.
It was true. In the entire galaxy, the sun (Sunny’s castle) was
the only source of light. It was bright at 60000 kilometres.
The rest of the sky was black as coal. At this moment, the king ran
to his room. He came back with a jar full of golden, shining lights.
Sunny explained everything quickly:
-These are my coat fragments. They are as shining as me, but only
together.

Don’t

separate

them,

just

take

the

jar

and

find

my beloved baby.
Marsous took a jar and went with his friends to the black
emptiness,

but it

wasn't

that

dark, thanks

to

the fragments

of the coat. Finally, next to the Milky Way, they heard familiar
sounds. Yes! Moodley was sitting between the rocks and she was
playing with the doll.
-Oh! Good morning. I’m so sorry, but I lost my sense of time - said
the surprised six-year-old.

Happy heroes were going home with her . Suddenly a flock
of angry meteorites herd ran in front of Marsous. Meteorites
knocked over the leader and the jar was destroyed. The pieces were
everywhere. It was amazing, because the friends didn’t clean them
up. They named these stars. Today we can look at the stars
in the sky.

